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A Compact Septum Polarizer

N. CHR. ALBERTSEN AND PER SKOV-MADSEN

Abstract —A waveguide polarizer with resonant notches in a septum is I. INTRODUCTION
investigated.l%e Wiener-Hopf technique is employed to derive theoretical
design data and the results are com~ared to exwriments for a sirmle-notch TN ANTENNA systems where circular polarization is
and a double-notch design. It is concluded tha; the agreement is good and

the design useful for narrowband applications.
lrquire4 septumpolririzers constitutea sim~ledevice for
converting linear polarization into circular polarization in

the feed waveguide. Examples of broad-band polarizer

designs, based mainly on an experimental approach, are
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Fig. 1. Geometry of septum polarizer.

The advantage gained is that a more compact design is

obtained at the expense of less bandwidth.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The polarizer consists of a rectangular waveguide (inside

dimensions a X u) bifurcated by a notched septum, as

shown in Fig. 1. The waveguide for z <0 will be denoted

Section I, and the two waveguides for. z >0 (inside dimen-

sions a X (a/2)) will be denoted Sections II and III. The

frequency range is limited by the demand that only the

TEIO and TEO1 modes can propagate in Section I. It

follows that only a TEOI mode can propagate in Sections II

and III. For an infinitely thin septum, a TEOI mode will

propagate unaffected, whereas a TEIO mode incident from

z negative will be diffracted at z = O. Our purpose is to

design the notch such that the TEIO mode is totally con-

verted into TEOI modes in Sections II and III in phase

quadrature with the TEOI modes produced by a TEOI mode

in Section I.

Throughout the analysis it is assumed that the notch is

narrow, and therefore only supports an electric field (~,)

with a y component as illustrated in Fig. 2. It is further-

more assumed, in analogy with the ahtdysis of slot anten-

nas, that ~, has a sinusoidal variation in z and standard

edge skgularities. These properties are summarized in

E.= EoP(y–d)~(z)j (1)

where EO is an arbitrary constant and (see e.g., [3])

P(y) =

I

&’ ‘y’<+’T b –4y
(2)

o, Iyl > ;b

sink(l– z),
.L(z)= (o,

O<z<l
(3)

z< Oandl<z

where k is the free-space propagation constant. According

to Love’s equivalence principle we can replace the notch by

a perfect conductor, covered on both sides by a magnetic

sheath current. This current will be denoted EO~ = – ii X

~,, where fi is an outward pointing hormal vector. We

convert X into a volume form (R,)

R.= P(y-d)j-Jz){d(x -;-) -a(x-; +)}2. (4)

The probiem can now be summarized as follows. For a

given incident TEIO mode in Section I we must determine

E. such that the tangential magnetic field is continuous

through the notch, since (4) ensures the continuity of the

tangential electric field. When .EO is found, the scattered

field in Sections I, II, and III can be determined.

III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

The solution will proceed as follows. We first consider

the situation where there is no ~,, and calculate the field

distribution for a TEIO mode (E;) incident on the septum

from Section I. The scattered field will consist of TE.O

modes only, and we denote the reflected TEIO mode ~~ and

the z component of the magnetic field on the septum H;.

We next consider a situation where (4) is ~he only source of

the fields. We denote the TEIO mode excited in Section I

~;, the TEO1 modes excited in Sections II and III are

denoted ~~1 and ~&l, and the z component of the magnetic
field on the septum (outside the sheath current) H:. Since

the structure is symmetric with respect to the plane x = a/2

and is being excited by a TEIO mode, we can deduce

certain symmetries of the total field also. Thus EY, E=, and

Hx must be symmetrical, Ex, HY, and H= antisyqnnetrical

with respect to x = a/2. As a consequence, a TEO1 mode,

e.g., will not be excited in Section I. Also due to symmetry,

continuity of the magnetic field in the notch is equivalent

to the requirement that H:+ EOH~ is zero at the position

of the notch. This condition is enforced by taking the

moment with the complex conjugate of the expansion

function, viz., P( y – d)fl(z), where the conjugation only

affects k which is assumed to have a small, negative,

imaginary part as customary with the Wiener-Hopf tech-

nique [4]. The ensuing equation determines EO with which

~;, ~{1, and & must be multiplied to get the scattered

modes.

The scattered field produced by an incident TEIO mode

in Section I has been calculated in [5], and only the result

will be quoted here, in a slightly different notation. Let

then

(6)

Here, and everywhere in the following, the time factor eJ’”*

is suppressed. The split function K~ ( a) is the zeroth-order
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case of the general split function K;(a) discussed in the

Appendix. An expression for H: is derived from the

scattered E-field, since the incident field does not contrib-

ute, and

Whenever a field value is evaluated for x = a/2 –, this is

to be interpreted as the limit x ~ (a/2 – ) – c for c -+ O.

We now turn to the problem of calculating the fields

excited by ~,. In this case, both TE and TM modes of all

orders are excited, and it is therefore useful to introduce

the electric and magnetic Hertz potentials, 11,# and II~f,

respectively. These potentials must satisfy the equations

(v2+k2)II. =0 and (V2+k2)IIM=-&#

(8)

Furthermore, the Fourier transforms are introduced as

1~
@(x, y,(x)=— /(

G -W
II x, y, z)ejazdz (9)

with suffix E or M as appropriate. Taking the Fourier

transforms of (8) results in

(a’ + d’—— )+k’–a’ @~=O (lo)
ax’ ayz

and

(a2 + a’—— )+k’–az QM
ax’ ay’

s* P(y-d){8(x-;-) -8(x -;+))T(a)

(11)

where

(12)

The integral transforms are now expanded into Fourier

series

n Ty
@~= ~ @E,. (x)sin~

rl=o

n lry
@M= 5 +M,n(x)cosy (13)

~=i)

where the boundary conditions that the tangential electric

field must vanish at y = O and y = a have been used. When

(13) is inserted into (10) and (11), these separate into

*+ K:+M,n=7(a)pn{a(x-;-)-+-;+)}
(14)

where

()
2

~’=k2_ ~ –a’
n a

(15)

and

Here c. is Neumann’s symbol and Jo is the Bessel function

of order zero. The complete solution to (14), taking into

account symmetry, is

[

ACOSKnX, x<?

+M, . =
2

(17)
–Acos K~(a– x), ~<x.

Integration of the inhomogeneous term in (14) yields

()
Ka

wi.f,n ; +@in+= P??-(a). (18)

A prime denotes here, and in the following, differentiation

with respect to x. From (13) we find that the Fourier

transforms of the field components E, and HY can be

expanded into odd Fourier series, whereas EY and i3EY/ 8X

have even Fourier series. Using the small letters e,,., hY,.,

e~, ~, and e;, ~ to denote the coefficients, we obtain, insert-

ing (17)

(19)()(a
z,n T

= k2–a2)Bsin~

hy:(z-) (

a

)

Kna
=j –ueBK~+a~A COST (20)

()7
= – ja~Bsin (Q) (21)Y + jap~~,. z

iia) (
— = – jK~ a~B + apAICn

)
Cos y. (22)

We insert (18) into (21) and combine (21) and (22) into

ej,.(~-)=~K~(a)(- j@~p~~(a)+ey,~(~)) (23)

and (19), (20), and (21) into

where

K“(a)=
+Knacos(+Kna)

sin(~K~a )

and

()k:= k’_ ~’
a“

(25)

(26)
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In order to convert (23) and (24) into equations of

Wiener-Hopf type we split each transform into two func-

tions, e.g., e=,~ = e; ~ + e:., where the superscript –

indicates that the transformation integral is over the range

– m < z <0, whereas + indicates the range O < z < m. At

x = a/2 the tangential electric field must be zero for z >0

and all field components and their derivatives must be

continuous for z <0. From the symmetry we deduce that

HY and 8EY/dx are zero for z <0 and x = a/2. Conse-

quently a superscript + can be added to e’Y, .(a/2 – ) and

hY, .(a/2 – ) in (23) and (24), and a superscript – to

eY,.(a/2) and e,, .(a/2). The edge conditions at z = O

ensure that the functions in (23) have the proper behavior

for a ~ m, and the equation can be solved by standard

Wiener-Hopf technique [4]

(27)

The factorization of K. (a) is considered in the Appendix,

where also an expression for T.– ( a) is given, derived from

the separation of T.(a)= T.-(a)+ T.+ (a)= K; (a) ~(a).

Inserting (27) into (24) we obtain, after rearranging

2 Kj(a)

(

. nm T;(a) . k~_a..—
a kn+a ( )}‘a~p” K;(a) ‘Uc?ez’n ? “

(28)

This equation is also of Wiener-Hopf type and we find

()a
ak2k+a

e“z,n
T ‘——

~ q- (a)
2J@E k: K; (a)

(29)

where U~–( a) is derived from the separation

Un(a)=Un- (a)+ U~(a)= japn y g$ (30)
n

This can be carried out by inspection, and

~_(a)= _ jpn2nm kn~+(–k”)
n

a’ a+kn “
(31)

Having found e=,.(a/2) and eY,.(a/2), we can determine

A and B from (19) and (21) and, via (17) and (13), we

finally obtain the potentials HE and 11~ from the inverse

Fourier transforms as

n Ty
T.+ (– k~)sin ~Hxsin y

e–fez da, x< f (32)
k.(k2 – a2)K; (a)sin(~~.a)

WR62

WR62

WR62

Fig. 3. Geometry of experimentalmodel.

From (32) and (33) we can find ~~, & and ~&. Evaluat-

ing the integrals by residue calculus we find

E;= UpGpo
4K; (kl)T; ( – kl) sin ge,~lzy

(34)
a2kl a

“( ~(–kl) T;(kl)+T; (–kl)
~(kl)+

(K; (k1))2- K;(kl) 1

. sin ~ e–jklzj.

a
(35)

The z component of the magnetic field at x = a/2 – is

found from (33) as

03

J (( ( a )’-&Z+(-k.))k2–a2)~+(a)+ M
–Ce

.K:(a)~da.
K:

Finally E. is found as

b(&,H:)
‘O=- (P(y-d)~, H;)

(36)

(37)

where (,) is an inner product. Expressions for the nomina-

tor and denominator may be found in the Appendix.

IV. RESULTS

The scattered modes were calculated for a large number

of parameter values, using the theory developed in the

preceding section. As a check on the accuracy, the total

output power was compared to the input power, and the

discrepancy was in all cases less than 0.01 dB. For a

number of notch lengths, contour plots for the reflection

coefficient were calculated- as function of width and dis-

placement of the notch. It was found that with lengths in

the range I/a = 0.4 to I/a= 0.7, where the values have

been normalized with respect to the waveguide height (a),

a combination of b and d existed, for which the polarizer

was matched, but the phase of the transmitted modes was

in all cases close to – 140° in Section II. The largest

bandwidth was obtained for small values of 1 and conse-

quently the following combination was selected for further

analysis: I/a = 0.421, d/a= 0.347, and b/a = 0.042.

To verify the calculations a septum polarizer was manu-

factured in P-band with a =15.8 mm. The two waveguide

Sections II and III were continued into E-plane bends with

flanges in standard P-band waveguide (WR62) (see Fig. 3),
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1.20 1.25 1.30

(a)

E/fc

f/fc

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) VSWR for Port 1 and (b) phase of S12 for septum polarizer

with one notch. — theory, ----- experiment.

which also shows the transition used between WR62 and

the square waveguide as a 3A long, tapered section. During

the measurements the transition could be mounted in

orthogonal positions to switch between Ports 1 and 4 (see

Fig. 1). First two matched loads were placed at Ports 2 and

3, and Ifllll and lS~l measured with a slotted line. The

value of ISal ( - – 30 dB) confirmed that the transition

was good and that the interaction between an incident

TEOI mode and the septum is negligible. The value of the

VSWR was calculated from &I and is compared to the

theoretical value in Fig. 4(a) as a function of the frequency,

normalized with respect to the cutoff frequency ( ~c) for the

TEIO mode, and good agreement is found, except at the

minimum of the VSWR curve. The discrepancy here is

believed to be caused by the finite thickness of the septum.

The absolute phases of Slz and & could not be measured

directly with the experimental setup used, since the lengths

of the phase paths in the transition at Port 1 and the

E-plane bends at Ports 2 and 3 were unknown. Use was

made of the fact, however, that these would affect the

phases of Slz and Sqz similarly. Therefore, the phase dif-

ference between the signal transmitted from Port 1 to Port

2 and that from Port 4 to Port 2 must equal the phase

difference between S12 and Sdz. The phases were measured

with a HP841O Network Analyzer, and the result is com-

pared to the theoretical result in Fig. 4(b), where it has

been assumed that the phase of S42 is zero. The agreement

is reasonably good, considering that the latter assumption

is only approximate due to the finite thickness of the

septum and that the measuring accuracy is estimated to be

+ 10°.

As mentioned above the phase of the transmitted mode

1.20 1.25 1.30 f/f
c

(a)

-’oo~

b‘A :’}
-90° \ /

,1,
v

‘+, ;*,

X4
‘i,

-140°

1.20 1.25 1.30 f/fc

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) VSWR for Port 1 and (b) phase of S12 for septum polarizer
with two notches. —— theory, ----- experiment.

is far from the required t 90°. To correct the phase, either

a dielectric membrane may be used as in [2], or more

degrees of freedom must be introduced into the design. The

theory in the preceding section is easily extended to an

arbitrary number of notches, although the amount of com-

putation involved increases rapidly, since also mutual cou-

pling between the notches must be included. The latter

approach was considered the more interesting, and a sep-

tum with two notches was designed. In this case the

number of parameters is so large that a systematic survey

of the polarizer characteristics cannot be made. A large

number of contour plots for the reflection coefficient and

the phase of the transmitted modes were made as a func-

tion of the width (bl) and the displacement (dl ) for notch

No. 1 for various combinations of the remaining parame-

ters, and the optimum combination found was chosen. The

particular design investigated has the following data: 11/a

= 0.484, dl/a = 0.017, bl/a = 0.021, 12/a= 0.379, d2/a

= 0.500, and bz /a = 0.084, where the suffix refers to the

notch number. The theoretical and experimental results for

this design are compared in Fig. 5. The VSWR is here

acceptable over a broad band, and the useful bandwidth is

therefore limited by the phase slope only. With a circularly

polarized mode incident from Section I, a 20-dB separation

between Ports 2 and 3 can be achieved over a 3.7-percent

bandwidth, e.g., whereas a 26 dB separation is obtained

over 1.8-percent bandwidth only. Also here, a discrepancy

is found between theory and experiment for small VSWR

values, but this time in favor of the experiment. Again we

attribute the differences to the finite thickness of the

septum (0.3 mm), which is even more important in this case

where bl is comparable to the thickness. The results show
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that it is possible to obtain an isolation between Ports 2 closing the integral in the upper hdfplane we obtain

and 3 that is better than the theoretically found 20 dB.

V. CONCLUSION T~-(a)=–+eJklKi(a/~~i(k)

The theory for a notched septum waveg’bide polarizer

has been developed, and theoretical results have been

compared to experimental results for two designs. It has

been shown that with one notch, good isolation ( -20 dB)

can be obtained over a 3.2-percent bandwidth, but no

control of the phase is possible and the design is not useful

for circular polarization. With a two-notch design, good

isolation can be obtained over a wider band, and the phase

can be controlled such that a 20-dB separation of circular

polarization can be obtained over a 3.7-percent bandwidth.

__e_jk, K;(a) –K; (–k)1

2 k+a

()
e–Ja.,Pl k; – ~z

+k~ n,p

P=l (~+~.,p)(k2 -a;,l)an,pK; (an,p) “

(A6)

APPENDIX The inner products in (37) are evaluated as follows:

An important step in the solution of the Wiener-Hopf

problem discussed, is the factorization of the complex (~, H;)=j’shk*(l- z) H:(z)dz

function K.(a) into a product K: ( a)K~ ( a), where
o

and

k>:

k<:.
(A2)

P,

‘2kP:1 (ao,;:kl) }
(A7)

“sin k*(l– Z)~;(y, Z) dydZ

The branch cuts for Kn are from kn to infinity in the upper

halfplane and from – k. to infinity in the lower halfplane,

and K. = kn for a = O. Following standard procedure [4] we =* :.+

demand that K;(a) is analytic without zeroes in the upper
n

halfplane and has algebraic behavior for a ~ co here, with n rd

similar demands on K; (a) in the lower halfplane. The
. Cos

()
~Jo ~ I. (A8)

result is (cf. [4, p. 123])
where

m I-@+%, p-1/2)
K;(a) =K; (–a)= ~

p=l (P–; )(ct+cxn,p)
(A3)

{
10= 2rj &( K:(k) eJ~/)2-(K; (- k)e-~’’)2)

where

H%+ 2pT 2

()
k:> —

a

(A4)

In (27), the function T.- (a) is required. It is derived by

separation of

( )Tn(a) = *K; (a) “;: :’kz + ‘Ja;;;-’k[ . (A5)

The separation is made with Cauchy’s theorem [4], and

( dK; (a)
–~ 2jl+K~(k) da

~c—k

+K;(-k) ‘K:ja)
~ck1)

+i~ k
*=I aO,p k2–a:P

- E kq@’(&(k); ~o,p)
p=l

_ kz : f ‘“>Ppo>q
~o, p + ~o, qX=1 X-1 }

(A9)
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+(k – kH)e-~~’)F(K~ (k); –kn)–~ke-Jk.l

@(l;k. )+ K~(-k#’(Ki(k);kn))

.~(~i(k)+~;(~n,p);a.,p)

(A1O)

For convenience the following abbreviations are used:

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

F(f(k) ; a) = f ~~~[ + f ( ~~):-~k{ (All)

P=
e–.i~.,Pl k: – a2

n$p “’p . (A12)
%, PK; (%,P) k2 – ~~,p
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